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Andrew Bullen

Abbots Bromley Historical Documents
Founding documents and the ABHD Domesday entry.

Stephen D. Corrsin

Sword Dances of the NSDAP
Stephen describes a 1935 sword dance manual, intended to
bring a sword dance to Nazi true believers in Hitler's
Germany. This is the first in a multi-part series of articles
with the theme of European Sword Dances: Descriptions
and Sources

David Wintle

Filkins Morris
David describes dance notations for a possible style
for Filkins, a lost tradition. Also included are the
Filkins tunes, both in mp3 format and as sheet
music. This article extends information previously
published in English Dance and Song Vol. 44, No.
1 (Spring 1982) pp.14-16, by Philip HeathColeman.

TfMM

The Morris Team
Directory

Donate!

¡Soy Cuba! TfMM Goes to Cuba
The Toronto (f) Morris Men report on their visit to
Cuba, in time for a celebration of Carnival.
Hey! Add your team's information! Rich Holmes
Rich has developed an online team directory (and
more) based on Wiki software. Have a look! This has
been a repeated theme throughout this volume, but
we need your entry!
Use paypal to donate to AMN!
With a small donation from you, we can extend the
search for extraterrestrial Morris intelligence!
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Historical Documents of Abbots Bromley
Andrew Bullen
The village of Abbot Bromley is very old. The name itself comes from two Saxon words, brom leagh, meaning broom meadow. The name probably refers to a clearing in Needwood Forest
that eventually became the village. The village, a Saxon settlement, was simply known as Bromleagh. It became Bromleagh Abbatis when Wulfric the Black or Wulfric Spot, Earl of Mercia,
founded a Benedictine Abbey at Burton-On-Trent in 1004 and endowed it with 72 manors, one of which was Abbots Bromley, to provide for its upkeep. Wulfric was a very powerful man,
Chief Councillor to King AEthelred and a rich and powerful Earl holding a strategically important area. Wulfirc was a man of deep religious convictions, like his supposed mother, Wulfrun,
who founded the Wolverhampton Monastery in 994. On May 18, 1010, he fought against a Danish invasion force led by Thurkill on a battlefield near Ipswich. At the battle, he was
wounded, and eventually succumbed to his wounds on May 18, 1010.
After Wulfric's death, Abbots Bromley grew in size and importance as a central market town, being strategically located between Rugeley, Burton, Lichfield, and Uttoxeter. The local
church, St. Nicholas, was large because of the central position of the town. The weekly market centered around the market cross, built around 1339. There was also an annual 3 day long
Wakes or fair, with rights to hold the fair given by King Henry III.

King Edmund grants forty hides at Alrewas, Bromley, Barton, Tatenhill, Branston, Stretton, Rolleston, Clifton, and Haunton, Staffs., to Wulfsige the
Black ([W]ulfsye prenomine Maur), A.D. 942
Carta Sancti Edmundi regis de Alrepasse et Broml' et Barton facta anno domini dcccc
Perpetua hereditas que in sancte trinitas dei theologia ultra omnia humane mentis machinamenta manet essentialiter ultroneis meritorum . magnopere est mercimoniis comparanda .
Quapropter ueraciter paterna priscorum sequens uestigia regum . Eadmund beato dei patrocinio rex er rector Angulsaexna inter innumeras quibus beauit vtriusque certaminis cateruas
dapsilitates eternis prouocatur prouerbiis . hilarem datorem et cetera . alacriter [W]ulsye prenomine Maur' mirifice locupletat et honorat concedens ei has terras eiusque heredibus
perpetualiter perfruendas . id est ad Alrepasse . et Bromleg' . et Barton et Tatenhyll' . et Brontiston . ant Stretton . et Ro[th]ulfeston . et Clyfton . et Hagnatun . nou is [th]isses landes feourti
hye . Has denique tellures Eadmund rex ano dominice incarnationis . dcccc . xlij . et tercio annorum curriculo ex quo regalia eterni regis gratuita benignitate regebat charismata contulit
cum testimonio optimatum quorum nomina inferius adnotantur . [W]ulfsye salua manu . non causa philargirie set studio deuotissime fidelitatis habendas .
+ Ego Edmund rex huius donacionis dominium in locis campestribus uel siluaticis . seu piscosis laticibus libenter signaculo sancte . +crusis conscribo fruentibus .
+ [W]ulstan archiepiscopus . +[W]ulfgar episcopus . +Cen[th]ald episcopus .
+[W}ulfhelm episcopus . +Cynsige episcopus . +AE[th]elmund dux . et ceteri duces . vque . in omnes cum ceteris eiusdem milicie sodalibus hec certe territoria triumphali tropheo
conscripserunt . Acta est videlicet hoc regale prerogatiuum in loco celeberrimo qui Wincelcumb nuncupatur . Pax et perhennis prosperitas hiis qui fas (the rest is missing)

King AEthelred grants three hides (cassati) at Abbots Bromley, Staffordshire, to Wulfric, minister, A.D. 966
Pollente perpetualiter domini nostri Iesu Christi regno . Huius instabilitas uitae fortuitis atteritur casibus . ac uariis uilescendo meroribus . terminum sue commutabilitatis iamiamque
praesignat affuturum . ut ueritatis praesagio predicta eius mulitforma malorum iacula electorum corda non ad desperationem seu tedium diuini amoris peruertant . uerum etiam ad
desideria regni celestis . et ad piae deuotionis famulatum magis magisque acuant . iuxta illud dominicum . His autem fieri incipientibus rescipicite et leuate capita uestra . quoniam
appropinquat redemptio uestra . Huiusmodi diuni documenti oraculis premonitus ego Ae[th]elred rex Anglorum . cuidam meo fideli ministro a populis [W]ulfric apellato . quandam ruris
trium scilicet cassatorum in loco quem accole uicini [ae]t Bromleage cognominant partem impendo . ut ipse dum sospitatem uitae habuerit illam sibi in usum necessarium sicut mater ei
largita est uoti compos optineat . et post uitaesuae terminum cuicumque sibi placuerit relinquat superstit . Consistat autem suprascripta tellus ab omni seruitute secura . tribus exceptis .
expeditione . arcis . pontisue constructione . Qui uero nostrum hoc donum euertere laborauerit . timeat se in profundo auerni inmersum aeternaliter torqueri: nisi quantotius a sua
peruersitate discedat . Attamen si quislibet antiquum siue nouum protraxerit libellum . et hanc nostram titulationem superare nisus fuerit . binis mortis periculis obiurgetur obnoxius .quia
aut rapina . aut furto illum subdole adeptus est . Huiusmodi terminis predicta tellus circumducitur . Of [th]am lytlan hlapan to [th]an longan snapan on [th]a straete for[th] aefter strete o[t]
cume to [th]an readan [th]an longan snapan in [th]a straete for[th] (the rest is missing)

The Domesday Entry for Abbots Bromley
Name
of
Estate

Saxon
Possesor

Abbas de
Brunlege
Bertone

Tenant in
capite
Abbatia Stae
Mariae de
Bertone

Tenants
Subtenants Hides Virgates Carucates
in Fee

None
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Hans von der Au's and Bernhard von Peinen's
Deutscher Schwerttanz -- German Sword Dance
(1935)
Stephen D. Corrsin

Cover Page to Au's Deutscher Scwerttanz
One of the most widespread and dramatic styles of folk dance performance in Europe over the past six hundred years
has been sword dancing. I am specifically referring to the linked styles - often called "hilt and point" or "chain" sword
dances - which were first reported in the late Middle Ages, and are still practiced in a number of countries. Records and
descriptions of sword dances can be found in present-day Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Germany, Romania, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Poland, Sweden, and Denmark, as well as, of
course, Britain.
By the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when collectors and scholars were transcribing folk music and
dance across practically all of Europe, sword dancing could be found in a number of countries. This included, in the
decades leading up to World War I, in northeastern England, Austria (Upper Austria and the Salzkammergut), southern
Bohemia, parts of Moravia and Slovakia, northwestern Italy, and northern Spain. It could also be found in a few
isolated locations, in individual towns or villages in southeastern France, southern Germany, and in the Shetlands.
While in some cases it could be seen as a "living tradition" (whatever that means: I will not get into that argument!),
in many places it represented a consciously historical show and demonstration of local pride, in fancy dress - more like
street theatre or holiday pageants than anything else, sometimes an effective way to separate tourists, officials, or
enthuasiasts from their pounds, lira, marks, francs, etc.
In this series of articles -- if the editors of the Newsletter permit (N.b.: We do! Ed.) -- I plan to provide information on
a number of the detailed, dance-manual level accounts of sword dances from the European continent. I will start with

several German descriptions. In this first report, I will describe one of the most detailed, and also, from its context, the
most outrageous. (With regard to copyright concerns, and considering the vintage of many of the German publications,
if any old Nazis want to get in touch with me to discuss the matter, I'll be happy to oblige. Here in the US.) My goal is
to acquaint English-speaking dancers, in North America and Britain, with these continental European styles, and
thereby to make available additional sword dance material and ideas for performance. Of course, anyone who has
attended the wonderful series of "Sword Dance Spectaculars" in Scarborough and Whitby, England, has seen some of
these dances, or their close analogs, first hand.
While sword dances have been documented in the German-speaking lands since the fifteenth century, the earliest
"danceable" accounts were printed only in the 1930s, in Austria and Germany. The dancing in the interwar years was
often inspired by the German and Austrian youth movement, the Jugendbewegung, which played such an important
role in the general folk music revival in those countries - often as the Jugendmusikbewegung, the "youth music
movement." The movement typically got its material from older German sources, as well as from Cecil Sharp's Sword
Dances of Northern England and from EFDSS teachers - including Rolf Gardiner, who was deeply involved in the
German youth movement.
In 1935, the music publisher Barenreiter published a 16 page pamphlet (in black letter or "Gothic" printing), entitled
Deutscher Schwerttanz - German Sword Dance. The author was Hans von der Au (1892-1955), who was an important
folk dance teacher for many years. A dance group which he helped to found after the war, in Erbach, Hesse, named for
him as the Hans-von-der-Au Trachtengruppe, provides a short biography and photos on its Web page
(http://www.hans-von-der-au.de/). The introduction was written by Bernhard von Peinen, who was also co-author
of a popular general dance manual, Tanzen und Springen, which first appeared in 1935 and was republished after the
war, probably in bowdlerized (de-Nazified) form.
To quote from my book, Sword Dancing in Europe: A History: "It is chilling to read the introduction to Au's and
Peinen's pamphlet [Deutscher Schwerttanz]. It suggests that the Nazi Party's paramilitary sections, the SA
(Sturmabteilung, or Storm Troops) and the SS (Schutzstaffel, or Defense Corps), should take up sword dancing. The
lead dancer would hold, at least, the rank of Sturmfuhrer (captain), and the dancers would wear parts of their military
uniforms. These bizarre suggestions were printed shortly after Hitler used the SS to butcher the SA leadership, on the
night of 30 June 1934, a grisly event which became known as the 'Great Blood Purge' and the 'Night of the Long
Knives.' The authors sugget that a dance performance should end with the dancers stating their devotion to Fuhrer,
Volk, und Reich, and with a great Sieg Heil! from all, performers and audience alike."
Night of the Long Knives - sounds like longsword, doesn't it? So much for the context. I have been unable to learn
whether this dance was ever performed according to Au's instructions. The dance itself is a particularly complex
performance, from the city of Hermannstadt, now called Sibiu, in the Romanian province of Transylvania.
Hermannstadt had been one of the historically German Siebenburgen, settled in the Middle Ages to help upgrade the
economy and urban development of this eastern region. References to the sword dance of Hermannstadt begin to
appear at the end of the sixteenth century, and continue as a dance of the skinners' or furriers' guild well into the
nineteenth century. The last special occasion on which the guild danced was a visit by Franz Josef, Habsburg emperor
of Austria (to which empire Transylvania belonged), in 1852. In the latter part of the century, it was also performed by
the Turnverein, or local gymnastics society -- typically a highly nationalistic undertaking. In 1896, Otto Wittstock
published the following, brief description, which with other accounts became the basis for Au's highly detailed dance
manual version. Wittstock gives a taste of the performance:

The sword dance is performed by thirteen dancers, among whom one does not take part directly in the dance; the
so-called Hanswurst ["sausage Hans," the typical fool in such performances] strives to entertain the spectators
through imitating in parody the actual dancers. The dress of the dancers is the following: half boots with gold fringes,
on which small bells hang, tight white britches, over them black velvet, loose trousers decorated with gold, reaching
halfway down the leg, a black velvet, tightly cut jacket with a narrow belt and a blue silk scarf around the chest,
white collar, blue velvet beret with a white feather on top. The twelfth dancer has more small bells than the other
eleven. The Hanswurst wears the usual multicolored harlequin's clothing. All dancers carry sharp swords in their
hands - the Hanswurst has instead the usual wand...
The sword dance is danced in the following way:
1. All go around in a circle once to the measure, stand in a line and salute with the swords.
2. The snake movement. During which they hand in the garlands. [They had been carrying garlands on the sword
points.]
3. Each gives to the others the sword points to hold, during which the last gives up his sword and the
declamation star is made.
4. The swords are again let go and the last dancer also takes his sword, during which the cap is made.
5. The city coat of arms.
6. The last dancer again gives up his sword.
7. Each again gives to the others the sword points to hold.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

The doubled city coat of arms.
Cutting off at the feet and striking.
The doubled bridge.
The cartwheel.
The swords are laid around the neck of the first dancer.
Cutting off at the feet and striking.
The wheel again.
Cutting off at the head and feet.
Going through the middle.
Cutting off at the feet and striking.
The swords are let go again, the last dancer gets his sword, and the second fool must also enter with a sword,
during which the waves are made.
19. They stand in two facing lines, with their swords at their sides, and on the third beat the swords are struck
together and the festive dance is begun.
20. They stand in line and cross the swords.
21. They dance again in a circle and dance to the measure, and while going around the swords are lowered.

This list has the distinct feel of an aide-memoire, but Wittstock, and later Au, provide much more detail. In "City coat
of arms," for example, pairs of dancers place their swords crossed at knee height, dance with them, and then lift them
over their heads. In "Doubled city coat of arms," they do the same by fours. The repeated figure "Cutting off at the
feet and striking" consists of the following, according to Wittstock:
[T]he first dancer turns suddenly around and dances towards the others with his sword [point, presumably] held at the
ground in front of them. He strikes his sword in front of each dancer, while the other jumps over it and then turns
around the same way and follows the first dancer, so that the last dancer has to jump over eleven swords...
As for the rest of the dance, some of the figures are familiar (such as rounds), and some appear to be unique. Others
are reminiscent of certain other figures which appear in central Europe. Both linking and non-linking elements appear.
Next installment: Walter Jaide, Deutsche Schwerttanze (German Sword Dances), 1936.
Stephen D. Corrsin
scorrsin at umich.edu
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Filkins Morris
A Reconstruction
David Wintle
Based on the information published in English Dance and Song Vol. 44 No. 1 (Spring 1982) pp.14-16, by Philip Heath-Coleman.
The music was created and digitized as ABC and .mp3 files, and was collected by Butterworth in July, 1912.

Principles on which the reconstruction is based
There is very little information about the dance: there were steps called "facing up" and "side step", and there is a description of what
appears to be a left-footed galley, turning all the way round. Hand-clapping is referred to, but no sticks are mentioned.
That leaves us with quite a few gaps, to say the least.
One way of filling these is to look at the surrounding villages to see if something like an "area style" can be established. The nearest
Morris villages for which dance notations are available are (in order of distance) Sherborne, Ascot and Bampton. The most direct
connection between Filkins and these other villages in the nineteenth century was by road to Sherborne. Mr Heath-Coleman says that
the Filkins men shared a musician with Sherborne, Jim "The Laddie" Hopkins, though this is not borne out by Keith Chandler's Morris
Dancing in the English South Midlands, 1660-1900: A Chronological Gazetteer (Hisarlik Press, Enfield Lock, Middlesex 1993),
where Jim "The Laddie" is not listed among the Filkins musicians on p.165. Mr. Heath-Coleman also suggests from "the internal
evidence of the music" that there might have been an affinity with the Cloucestershire/Oxfordshire border traditions (though this is
disputed by Roy Dommett as being subjective in a letter in English Dance and Song Vol. 44 No. 2 (Spring/Autumn 1982).
This leads me to agree with Mr. Heath-Coleman that any reconstruction should be based on Sherborne, possibly (as musicians often
transmitted details of dances from place to place) with Jim "The Laddie" as a "carrier". Sherborne is a notoriously complex tradition, so I
have assumed that the dances might well become simplified in transmission, so that face-to-face becomes a normal whole gyp and the
normal Morris step is used rather than the Sherborne variant. Only left-footed galleys are specified, and Ascot provides a model for how
these might be incorporated into the dance. "Facing up" is mentioned, albeit as the name of a step rather than a figure (though Mr
Heath-Coleman points out that the same name is used of both step and figure at Oddington), so I have used an Ascot-style foot-up
rather than the Sherborne style foot-up-and-down.
Hand movements are as for Sherborne, and additional steps are borrowed from Sherborne when required for individual dances.
The distinctive figures often come from farther afield; there is some old-style Bampton, and I have stolen from Longborough when all
else has failed.
Bobby and Joan may well have been a country dance tune, but I have interpreted it as a Morris tune. Sally Clack comes from a
deliberate misunderstanding of Mr. Heath-Coleman's notes, so as to produce an extra dance.
Are these really the long-lost Filkins dances? Well, no, almost certainly not. They are fun though, and danceable and subtly different,
and nothing has been done which is inconsistent with the collected material (but to be honest you could do almost anything and still be
able to say that).

Steps
4-step, ss (open), sh, G (lt) - always turn on G, sj, PC, HC (R-lr/L-rl etc). Outside foot lead in figures, except HR (inside foot).

Hand movements
Very similar to Sherborne: du with 4-step, high twist with leading arm in ss, arms held slightly forward at waist level with palms down with
sh and G, thrown forward on sj and on t at end of shuffles, big du with PC and HC.

Common Figures
OY sh/sht
FU 6x4-steps, sh/sht. Move up 2ft on first 4-step, beck on sh.
HG,BB 4/sj/sh/G/4/sj/sh/sht. Go past opposite on 4-step, sj back into
line.
WG 4/sj/4/G/4/sj/4/sj. Go past opposite and face on 4-step, sj into
line.
HR 4/4/4/G/4/4/4/sj.
WH 4/4/sh/sht; rpt. Middles up first half, down second half. Get into
place on 4-steps, shuffle
facing opposite (for middles to get round in time, ends have to
move quickly, turning
backwards over their shoulders to start the movement, so that
the hey takes place within the
footprint of the set, which appears to implode).
HH is half WH.
Finish finish dance with 4PC facing up.

Individual Dances
Processional dance
Hey Diddle Dis
As a processional on
Form up some way from the dancing ground in order 1, 3, 5, 2, 4, 6 and dance on to
4/4/4/G/HC/HC/2PC/2PC; repeated ad lib. In last 4 bars, odds dance on the spot while evens
move up alongside them to form set.
As a processional off
In set formation, dance OY then round in a clockwise circle once or twice to the same steps
as before (evens turn out to form circle), then off in single file led by No. 1.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format

Handclapping Dances
Constant Billy
Sequence OY;FU;DF;HG:DF;[WG;DF;]BB:DF;HR;DF;WH
DF Clap /T-R-/T-L-/T-B-/F-T/. Feet kick r to r, l to l when corresponding hand is clapped. This is

followed by half a WG (4/sj/4/sj/) and the whole repeated. On the first beat of bar 1, take a step (l) towards opposite to facilitate
handclapping.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format
Maid of the Mill
Sequence OY;FU;DF;HG;DF;WG;DF;BB;DF;HR;DF
(this is the full sequence; in practice, a selection may be made, eg WG or BB; with HR; WG and BB but no HR).
DF Clap /T-R-/T-L-/, taking a step forward (l) on the first beat of bar 1, and kicking r to r, l to l when corresponding hand is clapped. Cross
to opposite's place with 4PC without turning to face, then turn the easy way and dance HH on the wrong side. Repeat to place.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format
The Old Woman Tossed Up
Sequence As Maid of the Mill
DF Clap /T-URK-/T-ULK-/T-B-/T-P/; HH; rpt. Take a step forward (l) on the first beat of bar 3 to facilitate handclapping with opposite.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format

Handkerchief Dances

Bobby and Joan
Sequence As Maid of the Mill
DF:
Bar 1: 1 and 5 approach each other with ss(rt)
Bar 2: 2 and 6 approach each other with ss(lt)
Bar 3: 3 and 4 approach each other with a sidestep commencing on the foot furthest from the
music with the hop on the end replaced by a spring (ie rlR or lrL).
Bar 4: Everyone is now in a tight bunch in the centre of the set, and all explode out on 2PC, turning into:
Bars 5-8: HH
Repeat all that, reversing feet.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format
Cuckoo's Nest
Sequence OY;FU;DF;HG;DF;WG;DF;BB;DF;HR;DF;WH
(this is the full sequence; in practice, a selection may be made, eg WG or BB; with HR; WG and BB but no HR).
DF Face up at end of CF and caper in column. Bars 1 and 2: Nos. 1 and 2 dance 4PC, beginning on the outside foot. Bars 3 and 4: Nos.
3 and 4 ditto. Bars 5 and 6: Nos 5 and 6 dance /4/4/, commencing on outside foot. Bars 6 and 7: all /sh/sht/, shuffling outwards first and
finishing facing out. Repeat all that from the bottom, starting with nos. 5 and 6 leading, and finish shuffles facing in.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format
Highland Mary
Sequence As Maid of the Mill
DF Face opposite. /ss(lt)/ss(lt)/ss(rt)/ss(rt)/; HH. Repeat with opposite foot leading. Move about 6 feet on sidesteps.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format

Sally Clack
Sequence As Maid of the Mill
DF /HC/HC/HC/G/ss(st)/ss(lt)/sj/ ; WH.
Start with right foot. First two HCs in position, spring across the set on 3rd (pass rt shoulder); turn on G and cross back to place on
sidesteps, passing rt; sj facing out and turn easy way into the hey.
Music Sally Clack goes to Step and Fetch Her (Bampton) or any other variant of The Triumph.
Jig
Princess Royal
This one's up to you. You could perhaps bring in Sherborne- or Ascot-style FCs and UCs and augment the A music accordingly, and use
any of the available versions to fill out the B music.

.mp3 Format | ABC Format
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¡Soy Cuba! TFMM Go to Cuba
TfMM
This past July, the Toronto Morris Men visited Santiago de Cuba, invited as part of a Symposium on Carnival Costume Design put on
by the Cuban Union of Writers and Artists (UNEAC). Our association with the Symposium began a year earlier when Jose Antonio
Prades Hung, who is involved with UNEAC, and Maria Luisa Bernal, a prominent Carnival costume designer, visited Toronto and were
invited by TFMM fool John Mayberry to a practice. Jose Antonio invited us to Cuba that same night, at our usual pub session. I think we
all had a roughly similar thought process as we considered the offer: "That would be crazy! But wouldn't it be great if we could really do
it? Wait, why can't we really do it?"
So, on July 16th, nineteen of us took off for Cuba - fourteen Men and five of our family members. As we arrived at the airport in Holguin,
Jose Antonio was there to greet us with flowers, and we went down to Santiago de Cuba on the southeast coast the next day. We were
put up in various casas particulares (licensed rooms in private homes) in the Santa Barbara neighbourhood of Santiago, all within
walking distance of each other and Jose Antonio's own house. It was perfect for us; freed from the isolation of a tourist hotel, we felt
closer to the day-to-day fabric of the neighbourhood.

Our first dance spot was in the cabaret space of Santiago's largest theatre, the Heredia, for the opening of the Symposium. Jose
Antonio had invited several young artists, dancers, and musicians to meet us, many of whom we befriended and saw often during our
week there. After a dinner and some other musical presentations, we got up and danced our set to an amazingly enthusiastic response.
Afterwards, we presented a Canadian flag to a representative of the Ministry of Culture who was in attendance, and sang "Let Union Be"
from the stage.
As the evening went on, we were led by a natural momentum to an outside courtyard, where, under the benevolently bemused watch of
the military guards, we decided to teach our new Cuban friends some Morris dancing. Despite a bit of rum and language-barrier inspired
chaos, we were impressed by their eagerness and fearlessness for the dancing.

But showing off our dancing was far from a one-sided affair. The first night in Santiago de Cuba we were treated to a night at the Casa
de la Trova, probably the city's most well-known night spot, where the dancing spilled out onto the balcony as the layered rhythms from
the large and energetic salsa band washed out into the city air. The next day we were given a lesson in the basic steps by a two of the
young dancers. Over the week, our hosts often got us dancing, either in traditional music rooms such as the Pena del Son, or to the
various conga and steel drums bands with whom we met and exchanged performances.

A major highlight of the trip for us was our visit with the Conga de los Hoyos, Cuba's top conga band. The Hoyos introduced their band
of 30-some players, explaining the role of each of the drums and various instruments, and began to play. We traded performances with
them and slowly gained the attention of passersby, who began filtering in and peering through the glassless windows.

We found a certain affinity with the Hoyos and fed off of each other in increasingly energetic performances, culminating in a wild piece
by the Hoyos in which one of the drummers entered a Santeria trance, waving a bundle of leaves and getting us up to dance with him as
sweat streamed down our faces and soaked our shirts.
We were not quite done, however, and were itching to dance the Morris in what is, for us, its natural environment - the public street. We
set up and began dancing in a large island in the middle of a wide avenue outside the Hoyos' practice space. Besides los Hoyos and the
people traveling with us, we attracted quite a large crowd, who seemed to regard us with a mixture of puzzlement and enthusiasm that
we are not unused to in Toronto.
We also got to dance in the Parque Cespedes, the central square of Santiago bordered on one side by the city's great cathedral and on
the other by the Ayuntamiento (City Hall), from the balcony of which Castro announced the new government in 1959. This was another
great dance spot and we were well-received by a crowd of both Cuban locals (to whom we passed out flyers that we had had translated
into Spanish and printed up before we left) and somewhat confused tourists, including some very amused folks from England.
After our stand in the square, we were introduced to a five-piece female vocal group who called themselves the Vocal Divas, and were
treated to a performance of a capella spirituals and Cuban songs in the foyer of an ornately marbled old hotel. Anyone who's spent more
than a few minutes with the TFMM knows that we love to sing, and we often used a song as a farewell or thank you to the artists and
groups that we met. For the Vocal Divas, we offered Paul Read's version of the Mingulay Boat Song, and their joining in the chorus was
one of many moments of cross-cultural elation.

In downtown Santiago there is a museum dedicated to the Carnival, its walls hung with costumes, props, instruments, and posters from
Carnivals past. This proved to be revealing from a Morris perspective; as we walked in the building, the room's centrepiece was a
Carnival prop that looked like nothing so much as a hobby horse. Nearby in a glass case was a long pole with ribbons woven near the
top and streaming down its sides. John Mayberry also discovered parallels between his Fool and the traditional Cuban Orisha, or
god/trickster character, portrayed by many bands in the Carnival parades. The character, named Elegua, appeared in many
incarnations, but was always outside the main formation of dancers, and was constantly engaging in various antics and rituals, serving
as a similar interface between crowd and performers that a Morris fool does. Whether these parallels are completely random or not, they
were certainly exciting and wonderful to notice.

On the night of the Carnival parade itself, Jose Antonio told us that it was traditional for all the groups in the parade to walk, in costume,
from their own neighbourhoods to the Carnival site. Not ones to break tradition, we met and changed into kit at Jose Antonio's house as
Oscar, a friend of Jose Antonio's who was acting as a translator for us, taught us a popular Carnival chant - Oigan Santiagueros Sigan
Adelante (roughly something like "Listen, Santiagans, go forward").
We must have been a spectacle in our kit, with the sounds of our bells and our newly learned chant ringing through the neighbourhoods
of Santiago, as we made our way down to the Carnival. Many people along the way leaned out of their windows to cheer us on or chant
along with us. When we arrived, the Carnival site was teeming with people and overflowing with sound and music. As the parade
started, we watched the Cuban performers go by in shimmering costumes as fireworks went off directly overhead, the shattered shells
clattering at our feet.
Soon, it was our turn. As we lined up, the announcement went over the loudspeaker: "For Canada, the Toronto Morris Men!" and we
Winstered on to, I'm sure, the largest cheer those words have ever inspired (we had to stay together mostly by visual cues as it was
impossible to hear the music). As Kevin got a microphone and we did a ten-man version of our dance Al's Bunions, John danced around
to the crowd, handing out red hankies that he'd previously stuck in his belt to make a sort of pointed skirt.

We finished our dance to great cheers. Before we left, Oscar got us to do our Carnival chant once more into the microphone, and we
danced off with the crowd singing along.
After the exhilaration of the parade, we finished our tour with a quieter, though no less moving, performance in the village of El Cobre,
the home of the shrine to the patron saint of Cuba. Jose Antonio had arranged for the village schoolchildren's steel drum band to meet
us and exchange performances, and as we arrived, there was already a crowd waiting for us in a tree-covered cul-de-sac. We were
struck again, as we were at so many places on our tour, by the peacefully vibrant energy that exists amid so much obvious poverty, and
being able to experience that side of Cuba warmed our hearts.
It was thrilling to be able to share our dancing in a culture in which artists, musicians and dancers are so valued and respected. None of
us knew quite what to expect when we started, but the hospitality and enthusiasm we were shown from everyone we met was
overwhelming. We were often caught, whether preparing to go on at the Carnival parade, getting wrapped up in the performances of los
Hoyos, singing with the Vocal Divas, or in countless other moments, simply looking at each other in smiling disbelief that we were lucky
enough to be here.

John Mayberry and Stefan Read contributed to this article. More photos than you probably want to look at can be found at
http://tfmm.ca/cuba06/
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The Morris Directory and Morris Wiki
Rich Holmes
Ed. Note-- We are working on integrating this site with the AMN, as well as working with Rich to set up an
interface for your information. Stay tuned!
As an experiment, I've set up a wiki (a user-editable web site) for morris dancing topics at morrisdancing.wikia.com.
Right now what's there is a list of morris teams and a list of non-team morris web sites -- intended as successors to my Morris Links site
which, if this experiment seems successful, will become obsolete.
The wiki software is the same as what's used for Wikipedia, so if you're familiar with that, you'll feel right at home.
There are all sorts of other possibilities for wiki content -- by all means, take a look, sign up for a user account if you like (you don't have
to), and start contributing.
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